"as the commitment to egalitarianism that I have taken for granted as the foundation of theological change not only remains unfulfilled but is also coming increasingly under attack." That is "all the more reason why I look forward to continuing the conversation about how we bring our academic work to bear on transforming the structures of the academy as well as the structures of our increasingly frightening world."
The poems following this Special Section wrestle in A Different Voice with the ambiguity and love that scriptures, traditions, and G*d evoke. In her three poems, Yerra Sugarman imagines fragments from the diaries and letters of King Solomon's wife and a fragment of King Solomon's journal. Sheba asks herself, "was I always divided? / Was I always only one . . . as now among the flocked / companions Solomon kisses and savors, / I am only one?" Solomon echoes the question, "Must everything dissolve in aloneness? / You and God not visible? You and I holding / moving shadows-ink stains on sea?" In a decidedly Christian Catholic voice, Susan McCaslin in turn confesses, "Still besotted with Jesus after all these years / despite the unfashionableness of such love . . . What a Mediterranean peasant began / remains untried / except in the shock and awe of saints." This section concludes with Jeannine Hall Gailey's reading of 1 Samuel 1:8 as an aging couples' gendered meditations on love and her exploration of the gift of tongues that echoes Plaskow's the*logical feminist ambiguity and hope. "I wave my palms in an unseen / wind as music vibrates green and holy, / the voices around me / spilling prophecies / in God's own language."
The following three articles seek for feminist theological resources in very different traditions. Roxanne R. Reed focuses on a story of communal healing and restoration in Toni Morrison's Beloved. She argues that in the novel, "the community at large becomes the daughter in need of direction, and Baby Suggs becomes the communal mother" and that "music becomes the vehicle for communal restoration." Utilizing a womanist framework, Reed points out that womanist theology comes to the fore in Morrison's novel in two ways: "the passing down of survival wisdom through stories in the form of song" and preaching as a way to challenge male-dominated space. She concludes, "Morrison gives new dimension to the importance of women and the role of the maternal." E. Jane Cooper critically analyzes the rational mysticism of Plotinus, an Egyptian-born Greek philosopher who lived in the third century c.e. Cooper outlines Plotinian rational mysticism, which teaches people how to become "righteous and holy with the help of wisdom," and offers a method by which a person can progress through steps of rational ascent. Cooper confronts Plotinian rational mysticism with the objections raised on the basis of different theoretical and ethical feminist frameworks. She concludes that far from being contrary to the concerns of feminists, Plotinus offers ideals of divine immanence, intuition, and interconnectedness that feminists can use in their reconstructive work of philosophy, ethics, and theology.
As with Reed, the maternal is also the focal point of Reiko Ohnuma's article. Following in Susan Starr Sered's footsteps rather than focusing on the critical feminist evaluation of her work, Ohnuma's article explores the depiction of mother-love, mother-grief, and child death in premodern South Asian Buddhist literature, which is preserved in Sanskrit, Pali, and Chinese translation. She argues that as a patriarchal tradition, South Asian Buddhism accommodates mother-love by affirming it as ideal but ultimately undermining its particularity through a privileging of universal ideals of detachment. Ohnuma speculates that the Hārītī tradition may be evidence of alternative women's religious practice that articulates Buddhist ideals in ways that value maternal bonds and experience.
We are greatly indebted to international board member Kathleen McPhillips for her editorial, which places the situation of Feminist Studies in Religion and Theology into the broader postcolonial context of the political developments in the Pacific. She introduces a feminist organization, Women Scholars of Religion and Theology (WSRT), and its e-journal, SeaChanges (www.wsrt.net .au), as a space where wo/men from various cultures and religious traditions can share their "experiences of living in [the] region and working for change."
Finally, Kay Koppedrayer reviews four works on women, feminism, and Buddhism that appeared within the span of three years in the mid-1990s. She reads these works together in order to see how they respond to, challenge, and refract one another. She concludes that the authors demonstrate how feminists can draw on Buddhist teachings not only by focusing on women but also by reappraising Buddhist history and practices and "understandings of embodied consciousness that problematize the separation of physical and psychic. In this undertaking, the books' authors have argued for reconsiderations of the interactions of self and others, and expressions of transformative interactivity that result from an enhanced awareness of relational being."
We conclude this issue in honor of Professor Judith Plaskow with a birthday toast of blessings and good wishes for the future in the hope that this small token of our appreciation and gratitude will please her. All of us at JFSR look forward to her significant contributions to feminist studies in religion in general and to the journal in particular and wish her the energy and health to do so for many years to come. Ad multos annos, Judith! And mazel tov!
